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PAGE 1 (1 panel; 1 inset) 
 
Panel 1. The page is dominated by the presence of AGNAR, WARLOCK OF 
SCADMERE, ARCHMAGE OF WAR. He’s decked out in heavy, layered, red robes, the 
cuffs and seams of which are bedecked with mystical symbols and other hocus pocus 
crap. We can’t see his facial features because he wears a mask that obscures his entire 
face, an elaborate headpiece that only has a slits for his eyes. Starting behind those slits 
and radiating outward is bright fire, which also shoots toward the reader from AGNAR’s 
raised, gloved hands. If you’re curious about how I personally envision AGNAR, think of 
the most ridiculously stereotypical mage from Dungeons & Dragons or a similar RPG 
and then take it up a dozen notches.  
 
AGNAR (loud): I am Agnar, Warlock of Scadmere, Archmage of War! I come to 

herald the imminent arrival of D’Ashar, Ruler of the Undersea! 
 
AGNAR (linked): Fear me! Bow to me!  
 
CAPTION: title and credits 
 
Inset. Put the inset near the bottom right-hand corner of the page. SUKEY is in this inset, 
and she is motioning toward AGNAR. Her face is twisted up in that “oh my god” face 
only teenage girls can do. She’s wearing a sweater with a high neck and sleeves so long 
they cover most of her hands.  Her hair is black, long, straight and very plain. Her eyes 
are dark, her skin pale. She has prominent cheekbones. 
 
SUKEY:  Don’t let his bluster fool you. 
 
SUKEY (linked): This guy is a total loser. 
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PAGE 2 (3 panels) 
 
Panel 1. The young man in this panel is BRIAN MIDDLETON. He’s handsome, he’s 
charming, he’s smiling, and his teeth are perfect. His hair is dark and thick with natural 
curls, and a few of those curls fall ever so cutely in front of his to die for blue eyes. And 
don’t even get me started about those eyelashes! He’s fashionably dressed and possesses 
the body of an Olympic swimmer. Oh yes, he is that perfect. 
 
CAPTION / SUKEY: “But before I tell you about Agnar, I want to tell you about 

this guy— 
 
CAPTION / SUKEY: “Brian Middleton.  
 
CAPTION / SUKEY: “I know. He’s so gorgeously handsome I could die a 

thousand deaths. 
 
Panel 2. WIDE. A group of five high school girls, senior class age, are hanging out 
together in a park. It’s autumn, but it’s still plenty warm. The leaves are changing colors. 
The girls are SUKEY, SALLY WATERS, PATIENCE, MARY MARY, LUCY 
LOCKETT. Each of them is dressed in the school uniform of GLENDA’S SCHOOL 
FOR SPECIAL YOUNG WOMEN. Each has altered their uniform in some subtle way to 
appear unique. SUKEY wears a long-sleeved cardigan over her white shirt, and has opted 
to wear the girl’s trousers instead of the skirt. SALLY WATERS’ collar is turned up, and 
her school socks are pulled up just below her knees. PATIENCE wears her shirt un-
tucked, and her socks slouched. MARY MARY’s clothing is pressed and perfect. LUCY 
LOCKETT somehow manages to look more a woman than the others, with a few of her 
shirt buttons undone and possessing more curves than her mates. Some of the girls have 
backpacks, some have shoulder bags. SUKEY hugs her books in front of her, close to her 
chest.  
 
Walking toward the group of girls is BRIAN MIDDLETON, but none of the girls except 
SUKEY notice him. Her eyes are wide, yet she looks shy. 
 
CAPTION / SUKEY: “It happened Friday in the park during lunch break.  
 
CAPTION  / SUKEY: “Later that night, he’d tell me he’d noticed us earlier that  

week, and that it took him days to find the courage to come 
over.  
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PAGE 2 (continued) 
 
Panel 3. BRIAN is standing in front of the group of girls, all of whom have turned to face 
him. SUKEY is behind the other four, wide-eyed but timid. MARY MARY is looking at 
him in a disapproving manner; PATIENCE and SALLY WATERS are girlishly 
interested; LUCY LOCKETT is very interested and has no qualms about showing it. 
 
CAPTION / SUKEY: “I’m glad he came over, but at that time I thought he was 

coming over to talk to one of the others-- 
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PAGE 3 (6 panels) 
 
Panel 1. CLOSE on PATIENCE looking all cool. 
 
CAPTION / SUKEY: “Patience is hip and trendy. 
 
Panel 2. CLOSE on SALLY WATERS laughing.  
 
CAPTION / SUKEY: “Sally is funny and outgoing. 
 
Panel 3. CLOSE on LUCY LOCKETT looking all sexy. 
 
CAPTION / SUKEY: “Lucy so wants to be a slut. 
 
Panel 4. CLOSE on MARY MARY looking all stern. 
 
CAPTION / SUKEY: “And Mary…well… some guys like the ice queen routine. 
 
Panel 5. CLOSE on SUKEY with her down-turned eyes. 
 
 CAPTION / SUKEY: “Me, I’m forgettable-- 
 
Panel 6. CLOSE on SUKEY, eyes now looking upward, face lit by a smile that has 
formed. 
 
CAPTION / SUKEY:  “--Or so I always thought.” 
 
BRIAN (off-panel):  Would you like to go out sometime? 
 
SUKEY:   … 
 
SUKEY:   Yes. 
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PAGE 4 (6 panels) 
 
Panel 1. No borders on the panel. At the top of the page above the panels, SUKEY can 
be seen. Her arms are resting casually on top of the panel at the top of the page, almost as 
if she’s sitting at a table. She’s looking down at the events unfolding in the panels below 
her.   
 
SUKEY:  We went to a movie that night. 
 
SUKEY (linked): He bought the tickets. I bought the snacks. 
 
SUKEY (linked): Our hands touched briefly in the popcorn box. My heart almost 

stopped and then wouldn’t stop racing. 
 
SUKEY (linked): I know, how lame, but this was my first date. 
 
Panel 2. BRIAN and SUKEY are walking out of the movie theatre, two among a small 
crowd of departing moviegoers. The marquee can be seen behind them. It reads 
Darkworld. BRIAN is listening to SUKEY talk with open interest and mild concern. He 
carries an open box of candy in one hand. SUKEY’s hands are in her pockets as she 
walks and talks. She’s wearing jeans and a long-sleeved turtleneck sweater. She has a 
small shoulder bag—not a purse, something more youthful.  
 
SUKEY: --The depiction of vampires and werewolves was totally 

unrealistic. I mean, in bestial form, a werewolf is more animal than 
human, all instinct.  

 
SUKEY (linked) And vampires, well, a vampire that old would have long ago 

forgotten how to feel any sort of emotion, let alone love. 
 
BRIAN: Unrealistic… 
 
Panel 3.  SUKEY looks awkward, cheeks red with embarrassment.  
 
SUKEY: Ah…yes…but the company was nice. 
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PAGE 4 (continued) 
 
Panel 4. BRIAN is smiling with all his natural charm, offering SUKEY the box of candy. 
SUKEY is brightening because of what he is saying. 
 
BRIAN:  Thanks. I enjoyed the company too.  
 
BRIAN (linked): Candy? 
 
SUKEY:  Thanks. 
 
Panel 5. SUKEY’s hand hovers just above the offered box of candy. Her cheeks are 
blushing again, her eyes downcast; her head down ever so slightly yet cocked to the side 
to willingly yet cautiously accept BRIAN as he leans in for a kiss. 
 
Panel 6. CLOSE on the teenagers’ lips and faces. Their lips are so close but they don’t 
yet touch. 
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PAGE 5 (6 panels) 
 
Panel 1. No borders on the panel. SUKEY is at the top again, looking at the reader with 
disgust and a little anger on her face. 
 
SUKEY: My first kiss was ruined by this Agnar idiot! What happened next, 

therefore, was entirely his fault. The School gave me the gears, but I can’t 
say I regret my actions.  

 
Panel 2. AGNAR has arrived with a blinding flash and a blast of displaced air. That air 
blows SUKEY and BRIAN’s hair back, and has knocked them away from each other 
ever so slightly, ruining their kiss to be. Both look surprised by the force that hit them. 
The box of candy spins through the air, spilling its content about.  
 
SFX:  FAAAAASHHH! 
 
Panel 3. WIDE to reveal the scene: the parking lot of the movie theatre. The theatre 
doors and its marquee are at the top of the panel. AGNAR is the centre of attention, arms 
spread wide as on PAGE 1, PANEL 1, bright fire shooting from eye slits and hands. 
Circling the outer edge of the panels are spectral shadow figures that glide through the 
air, long armed and possessing grasping, curled fingers that snatch at the hapless 
bystanders that run screaming or crouch helplessly. SUKEY and BRIAN are near 
AGNAR. SUKEY is closer, fist on hips, glaring at AGNAR. She is not impressed or 
scared. She looks angry. BRIAN is a little further away, backing away from AGNAR and 
SUKEY. Candies lie scattered about. The box from which they originated can be seen as 
well. 
 
AGNAR (loud): I am Agnar, Warlock of Scadmere, Archmage of War! I come to 

herald the imminent arrival of D’Ashar, Ruler of the Undersea! 
 
AGNAR (linked): Fear me! Bow to me!  
 
SUKEY (angry): SHUT THE HELL UP! 
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PAGE 5 (continued) 
 
Panel 4. AGNAR is surprised. You might think this would be difficult to show because 
he has a hood covering his face, but I’d like to see his hood be expressive—a widening of 
the eye slits an increase in the hood’s posture, etc. There is no bright fire to be seen now. 
 
AGNAR:  Huh? And who are you to tell Agnar, Archmage of War, to shut it? 
 
Panel 5. SUKEY is squaring off with AGNAR. He towers over her.  
 
SUKEY: Scadmere is but a grain of sand on Catal Huyuk’s Map of Known 

Dimensions— 
 
SUKEY (linked): --And the Undersea is nothing more than the sewer systems of 

Scadmere’s mega-metropolises. 
 
Panel 6. One of the shadowy things is grabbing at SUKEY but its curled fingers are 
merely passing through her body. SUKEY is glaring at AGNAR who is looking down at 
his robes with a hurt look on his face. Another shadowy thing has come to a halt nearby, 
looking surprised at the revelation SUKEY gives. 
 
SUKEY:  These Shadows are nothing more than conjured illusions. 
 
SUKEY (linked): You’re all talk. 
 
SUKEY (linked): And what’s with the robes? Are you selling those carpets?  
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PAGE 6 (4 panels) 
 
Panel 1. AGNAR’s hands are thrust forward, bright fire streaming from his fingertips. 
SUKEY is in the foreground, silhouetted at the centre of that blast of intense fire. Pieces 
of her clothes fly toward the reader in tatters. 
 
AGNAR (angry): How dare you mock me! 
 
SFX:   SKAAA-BLAAMM! 
 
Panel 2. Smoke rises from SUKEY. Her clothes are tattered, hanging off her in pieces, 
and the reader learns two things: One, SUKEY may be thin and pale, but she’s got some 
tight muscles on her, and all roughed up like she is she looks pretty darn hot. Two, every 
inch of her flesh that once was covered but now exposed is covered in magical symbols 
that look Asian in origin. AGNAR looks visibly started. SUKEY’s shoulder bag is intact, 
though a little tattered.  
 
SUKEY (icy):  Dude, you didn’t just do that— 
 
Panel 3. SUKEY’s arms are spread out in front of her, her head thrown back and 
expanding away from her is a pulse of rippled air, at the edge of which are spiritual forms 
of ancient Chinese men and women. These are the ANCIENTS. They are garbed in 
ancient robes, looking more human than demonic, but nevertheless unpleasant and 
powerful. AGNAR cowers as these shapes rush toward him. 
 
SUKEY: (a bunch of magical symbols are coming out of her mouth, as if 

she’s speaking spells) 
 
Panel 4. SUKEY towers above the huddled form of AGNAR who is being held down by 
spectral ANCIENTS.  
 
SUKEY: I was going to send you back to the skidmark from which you 

originated, but now I’ve changed my mind. 
 
SUKEY (linked): The Ancients are going to take you.  
 
SUKEY (linked): You’ll serve them until you’re nothing more than a dried up husk.    
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PAGE 7 (5 panels) 
 
Panel 1. The ANCIENTS are disappearing in a swirling mass at the centre of which is 
AGNAR. He can barely be seen but he’s obviously distraught. SUKEY watches it all 
with satisfaction. 
 
Panel 2. The ANCIENTS and AGNAR are gone. All that remains is a smoldering dark 
stain on the parking lot cement. SUKEY is looking very pleased. BRIAN can be seen 
standing behind her, looking absolutely dumbfounded. 
 
BRIAN: errr— 
 
Panel 3. SUKEY looks at BRIAN. She is aware of her looks—the tattered clothes, the 
exposed tattoos-- but can do little to hide the fact, but she does look sheepish again. 
BRIAN gapes at her.  
 
BRIAN:  Old ghost people came out of your body. 
 
SUKEY:  Yeah, that’s tough to explain— 
 
SUKEY (linked): These tattoos— 
 
Panel 4. BRIAN, yelling in bewilderment. SUKEY’s hair flutters backward at the 
loudness of his voice. 
 
BRIAN:  GHOST PEOPLE! 
 
Panel 5. BRIAN is panting. He’s so tired and confused. SUKEY’s shoulders are 
slumped, head down a little.  
 
SUKEY:  *sigh* 
 
SUKEY:  I guess a second date is out of the question? 
 
BRIAN (quietly): shadowy things with grabby hands 
 
SUKEY:  I figured as much.  
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PAGE 8 (6 panels) 
 
Panel 1. SUKEY has an idea and it has brought a glimmer to her eye. BRIAN stares at 
the ground. 
 
BRIAN (muttering): candy everywhere 
 
Panel 2. SUKEY has glommed onto BRIAN. She has her lips firmly planted on his. She 
is intense. He is surprised. One of her hands honks his ass. 
 
Panel 3. The two have parted. BRIAN looks glassy-eyed. SUKEY is out of breath. 
 
SUKEY: How about now? 
 
Panel 4. BRIAN is fainting, falling backward. SUKEY looks disappointed. 
 
Panel 5. BRIAN lies on the ground amid scattered candies. A piece of note paper is 
pinned to his shirt. It reads “Glenda’s School for Special Young Women, 555-5689, 
extension 219. Call me. Sukey.” in SUKEY’s handwriting. 
 
Panel 6. No borders on the panel. SUKEY, our narrator, is casually standing (perhaps 
leaning against the previous panel), addressing the reader.  
 
SUKEY:  The Ancients took good care of Agnar— 
 
SUKEY (linked): Brian never called, but I did run into him a few more times that 

year-- 
 
SUKEY (linked): --And I got a second kiss.  
 
CAPTION:  the end 


